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title sponsor
platinum package
Thank you for your interest in becoming a
Title Sponsor of the next CampJS event at
Broken Bay, NSW.
As a Title Sponsor, you’ll receive prominent
placement across all media and communications
from the CampJS team. The journey that you
help launch us on is going to be a heck of a ride,
so best get strapped in.
With your help, we’ll be able to lock in the high
quality venue, speakers, attendees, and overseas
guests that have become synonymous with
CampJS.

title sponsor
platinum package
As a title sponsor you’ll receive:
A dedicated space or marquee
Up to 5 tickets for for employees (additional
tickets available on request)
A large logo on our website
You can run a workshop or deliver the keynote on
Saturday/Sunday morning
Brand a standing banner in the main hall
throughout the weekend
A major space on the job board throughout the
weekend and on the website
Add item(s) to the swag bag
Donate a presentation prize in the category of
your choosing
Branding on all CampJS videos
Branding on all CampJS communication
All those features will be available for an
Introductory price of $5,000

main sponsor
gold package
Thank you for your interest in becoming a Main
Sponsor of the next CampJS event at Broken Bay,
NSW.
As a Main Sponsor, you’ll receive prominent
placement at the CampJS event
Up to 3 tickets for an employee (additional tickets
available on request)
A medium sized logo on our website
Brand a standing banner in the talk/workshop
room throughout the weekend
Add item(s) to the swag bag
Sponsorship of Friday, Saturday or Sunday dinner
Space on the CampJS Job Board throughout the
weekend and on the website
All those features will be available for a price of
$3,000

Network
sponsor

Coffee
Sponsor

A ticket for an employee
(additional tickets available
on request)
Sponsor the internet and
networking costs for the
weekend
Add an item to the swag bag
A standing banner in the
main hall and workshop/talk
rooms
A chance to advertise on our
job board
This package is available for
$2000

Sponsor co ee on
Saturday/Sunday morning
An opportunity to speak
about your organisation
during the announcements
for the morning
A chance to advertise jobs
on the Job Board
A standing banner near the
fridges
Add an item to the swag bag
This package is available for
$1000

AV Sponsor

Diversity
sponsor

Sponsoring the Projector
and Screen throughout the
weekend
A chance to advertise on our
job board
Add an item to the swag bag
This package is available for
$1000

Sponsor 4 diversity tickets to
promote diversity and
inclusion in the Web
Technology scene in
Australia
Standing banner in the
dining room during meal
times
A chance to advertise on our
job board
Add an item to the swag bag
This package is available for
$1500

Attendees
Our attendees join us
from all parts of the
country and the globe.
You can nd yourself pairprogramming with
someone from the same
suburb, or from the other
side of the planet.
And it’s not just about
coding.

CampJS
averages
130 to 150
attendees

Speakers
CampJS Speakers make our events stand out from the
crowd.
Not only are new speakers encouraged and invited to talk in
front of their peers, but local seasoned-veterans from the
conference circuit enjoy the more relaxed atmosphere of the
camp podium.
And on top of that, we’ve had international guest speakers that
you’d normally associate with big-named conferences. Why
head overseas, when we bring speakers to you?

International

Local

Yoshua Wuyts, Vladimir_Grinenko, TJ

Ri Liu, Melissa Kaulfuss, Jed Watson,

Holowaychuk, James Halliday,

Damon Oehlman, Anna Gerber Mark

Angelina Fabbro Soledad Penadés,

Dalgleish, Ben Schwarz, Glenn

Matt McKegg, James Kyle, Barak

Maddern, Katie Ots

Chamo

Sponsors
CampJS generous sponsors have helped make our events really
change lives.
From promoting inclusivity and diversity and introducing
developers to their peer networks, to allowing companies to
showcase their products, and through to being the rst point of
contact for employers and new recruits, CampJS o ers great
value to attendees and sponsors alike. Your company will be in
good company!

Location
CampJS events are held Just O
the Grid. We don’t rely on the
World Wide Web, we rely on our
peers. CampJS has rotated
amongst Melbourne, the Gold
Coast, and Sydney to ensure
that more coders have more
access.
CampJS X is set to return to
New South Wales.

Code of Conduct
CampJS takes pride in being an inclusive and
welcoming event for people from all walks of life.
Participants should to review our code of conduct prior
to attending as any violations will be taken seriously.

Harassment includes o ensive verbal comments related to gender, sexual
orientation, disability, physical appearance, body size, race, religion, sexual
images in public spaces, deliberate intimidation, stalking, following, harassing
photography or recording, sustained disruption of talks or other events,
inappropriate physical contact, and unwelcome sexual attention.
Participants asked to stop any harassing behaviour are expected to comply
immediately.
Sponsors are also subject to the anti-harassment policy. In particular,
sponsors should not use sexualised images, activities, or other material.
Sponsor attendees should not use sexualised clothing/uniforms/
costumes, or otherwise create a sexualised environment.
If a participant engages in harassing behaviour, the conference organisers
may take any action they deem appropriate, including warning the o ender
or expulsion from the conference with no refund.
If you are removed from a CampJS event
You will not be welcome at any future events.
You will not be entitled to a refund.
Your behaviour may be communicated to other event organisers.
We have been very proud of the CampJS community for being mostly mature
and well-behaved at our events thus far, and hopefully we will never have to
enact any disciplinary measures. It is the purpose of this code of conduct to
ensure everyone knows that we do not tolerate harassment or otherwise
o ensive behaviour and we want to know immediately if it’s happening at
one of our events.

Contact Us
Please feel free to get in touch with one of our organising
committee

Glen
Arrowsmith
glen@campjs.com

Kartik
Gupta
kartik@campjs.com

